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3. SUMMARY

3.1 Mining Patents and Mining Claims, Warren Block

Warren Property (south portion of "Warren Block"): This property (a.k.a. "Warren Farm Property") comprises 14 mining patents (~227 hectares, Table 1) in Whitesides Township south of and contiguous with the Lalonde-Whitesides Claims and the Warren Add-on Claims, all in the Porcupine Mining Division, Province of Ontario, Canada. In a commercial real estate purchase agreement dated December 18, 2007, Rykala Resources Inc. ("Rykala") as the "Payor" offered $150,000.00 for the "Warren Property" which was accepted by Donald Ross Warren (50%) and Viola Catherine Pitschel (50%) as "Payees." The transaction was completed as stipulated (see Item 6.1 herein). Ni-Cu-bearing sulphide mineralization in old pits and drill holes is known on the Warren Property.

Lalonde-Whitesides Claims (central portion of "Warren Block"): In a purchase agreement dated December 17, 2007 and called the "Purchase Agreement for Mineral Exploration Properties known as the Lalonde-Whitesides Claims" between Rykala and Douglas Joseph Lalonde as the vendor, Rykala has the right to 100% ownership of 2 claims totalling 22 claim units (~356 hectares, Table 2) straddling the common boundary of Massey and Whitesides Townships (see Item 6.2 herein).

Warren Add-on Claims (north portion of "Warren Block"): In a purchase agreement amended and restated on July 28, 2008 and called the "Purchase Agreement for Mineral Exploration Properties known as the Warren Add-On Claims" between Rykala and Douglas Joseph Lalonde as the vendor, Rykala has the right to 100% ownership of 3 claims (Table 3) totalling 48 claim units (~777 hectares) in the southern part of Massey Township (see Item 6.3 herein).

3.2 Mining Claims, Byers Blocks

Byers Claims (north block of "Byers Blocks"): In a purchase agreement dated November 19, 2007 and called the "Purchase Agreement for Mineral Exploration Properties known as the Byers Claims" between Rykala as the purchaser and Douglas Joseph Lalonde, Robert Rocky Robitaille, and Sheldon Leslie Davis as the vendors, Rykala has the right to 100% ownership of 19 claims (Table 4) totalling 194 claim units (~3,140 hectares) in the Porcupine Mining Division, Province of Ontario, Canada (see Item 6.4 herein). Intersections of Ni-Cu-bearing mineralization in historical diamond drill holes are known adjacent to the southern boundary of the Byers Claims.

Byers Add-on Claims (south block of "Byers Blocks"): In a purchase agreement dated December 17, 2007 and called the "Purchase Agreement for Mineral Exploration Properties known as the Byers Add-on Claims" between Rykala as the purchaser and Robert Rocky Robitaille, Douglas Joseph Lalonde and Sheldon Davis as the vendors, Rykala has the right to 100% ownership of 2 claims (Table 5) totalling 21 claim units (~340 hectares) near the NE corner of Byers Township (see Item 6.5 herein).